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PRAISE FOR PARTY GIRL

OVER A DECADE LATER, THE BOOK THAT STARTED IT ALL
IS BEING RE-LAUNCHED

When Party Girl was released in 2007, it was in the wake of Judith
Regan’s dismissal from HarperCollins and the abrupt dissolution of
her imprint. The buzz, movie offers and glut of “quit lit” memoirs
that followed have made the novel, currently in development with
an Oscar-winning producer, into a cult classic. Now it’s back to
entertain audiences yet again with the story that shows the
surprising hilarity of a sober life.

Celebrity journalist Amelia Stone is the quintessential Hollywood party
girl: she stays out late, rubs shoulders (and occasionally more) with
celebrities and ingests copious amounts of cocaine.

But after losing her job, her friends and much of her mind, Amelia
makes the drastic decision to end her drug abuse. Once sober, she's
hired by a big-name magazine to write a column detailing her wild
adventures and she starts seeing the man who could be her Mr. Right.

There's just one problem. Overnight, Amelia has become the new face of 
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Hollywood nightlife, and her editors—who don't know she's come clean—want her to play the part. As the
lure of her former fast-and-furious lifestyle begins to pull at her, she must decide whether to save herself
or salvage her reputation as the ultimate party girl.

“Funny, touching, and compulsively readable, Anna David’s Party Girl skewers the myth of the sexy free spirit whose
capers win over cocktail hours even as they chip away at her soul.” 
—Sarah Hepola, New York Times bestselling author of Blackout: Remembering the Things I Drank to Forget

"Every generation deserves an epic worthy of its own glam self-destruction and redemption. This time, Party Girl
earns the crown. It’s a fantastic, beautifully written and authentic slice of a life.” 
—Jerry Stahl, bestselling author of Permanent Midnight and I, Fatty

"At once uproarious and poignant, Anna David’s portrayal of the experience of addiction and nuances of recovery is
the most accurate I have come across.” —Dr. Drew Pinsky, addiction expert 
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